Humility of Mary* Sr. Anne Victory, director of education for the Collaborative to End Human Trafficking in the Cleveland area, is seen Jan. 25, 2020, during a panel discussion about building bridges at the Catholic Social Ministry Gathering in Washington, D.C. (CNS/Tyler Orsburn)
In this clip from the "In Good Faith" podcast, Humility of Mary* Sr. Anne Victory reflects on what she has learned through her work with the Collaborative to End Human Trafficking in the Cleveland area. As the collaborative's director of education, she has taken her passion on the subject and found different ways to make the issue of human trafficking relevant to each group she addresses.

Click here to listen to the full "In Good Faith" podcast where this clip is from.

GSR shares clips from our friends at A Nun's Life Ministry. Check out full episodes of all their podcasts (Ask Sister, In Good Faith, Random Nun Clips and more, like the archived Motherhouse Road Trips) on their website, ANunsLife.org.

*An earlier version of this post gave an incorrect congregation for Victory.
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